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ABSTRACT
As a research-product hybrid group in AI for Software Engineering
(AI4SE), we present four key takeaways from our experience devel-
oping in-IDE AI coding assistants. AI coding assistants should set
clear expectations for usage, integrate with advanced IDE capabili-
ties and existing extensions, use extendable backend designs, and
collect app data responsibly for downstream analyses. We propose
open questions and challenges that academia and industry should
address to realize the vision of next-generation AI coding assistants.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we discuss the insights gained from our unique po-
sition conducting research and building products in the field of
AI for Software Engineering (AI4SE). Our academic segment con-
tributes to the field by publishing papers on innovative training
methodologies and creating datasets tailored for code-proficient
large language models. Our engineering group brings AI capabili-
ties to developers by creating extensions and plugins for popular
Integrated Development Environments (IDEs) and code editors, ma-
terializing the most recent advancements in AI4SE into developer
productivity gains. Drawing from our comprehensive experience,
we outline four pivotal lessons:
• AI coding assistants should clearly communicate their intended
purposes and adapt feature designs accordingly.

• AI coding tools, IDE native capabilities, and extensions must
co-evolve to provide more cohesive support to developers.

• Modular backend architectures allow flexible experimentation
and integration of emerging AI innovations.

• The collection and analysis of in-app metrics and user metadata
are imperative for understanding user interactions and evaluating
the tools’ impact on productivity.
Through sharing our insights from combining AI4SE research

and engineering, we propose where scholars and IDE developers
could fruitfully invest their energy in the future.
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2 COMMUNICATE INTENDED PURPOSES AND
ADAPT FEATURE DESIGN ACCORDINGLY

Despite the enormous potential of LLMs, we are still in the early
stages of developing AI4SE tools that consistently produce high-
quality results for specific coding tasks [5] [3] [4]. Academic re-
searchers and industry practitioners lack well-defined frameworks
for positioning and evaluating emerging AI coding assistants in the
traditional programming paradigms[11] [2], while users lack clear
expectations of productivity gains when adopting these novel tools.
This problem is compounded in enterprise environments where the
vetting process for new vendors and tools is time-consuming and
labor-intensive.

We faced a similar challenge when building CodeVista, an AI
coding assistant [10] that provides a conversational interface and
predefined workflows to assist with various coding tasks. It uses
several instruction-tuned AI models, including OpenAI GPT-3.5
and GPT-4 [8], Meta LLaMA 2 [1], Google Code Chat Bison, and
Google Gemini [14]. Pilot users were perplexed about how to ef-
fectively interact with CodeVista. Users who were unfamiliar with
prompt engineering frequently wrote incomplete utterances when
performing complex tasks like generating or refactoring an entire
program. To address this behavior, we created a library of sample
prompts for different coding tasks as a reference and established
predefined workflows to guide user expectations. For example, the
“code explain” divides a file into structural blocks before reason-
ing through each component, summarizing the overall logic of the
file, and highlighting potential issues. Google Search integration
allows users to look up similar implementations or sources about
coding concepts or libraries mentioned in the explanation. Our
team defined this workflow by focusing on a single use case and
brainstorming the design with pilot users.

For "code documentation", we integrated Docify AI (Figure 1),
our VSCode extension for writing docstrings and code comments
from source code that we built on top of CodeSum, our proprietary
code-to-text AI model. To create CodeSum, we applied research
outcomes from our lab, including the knowledge distillation training
architecture [15] and TheVault [7] – currently the largest code-text
pair dataset. Docify AI enables two specific use cases for users: (1)
to explore legacy code bases that lack proper documentation, and
(2) to increase documentation coverage and reduce manual effort in
coding projects. These clear-cut scenarios help set user expectations
and guide the engineering team’s product design strategies.

From our experience and literature review in theHuman-Computer
Interaction field, we observe that users face confusion when using
general-purpose AI4SE tools [17][6]. We call on both academia
and industry to conduct further user studies and devise guidelines
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Figure 1: Docify Architecture

for application designs that will bring more utility and positive
experience for users [16].

3 CO-EVOLVE AI CODING ASSISTANTS WITH
IDE NATIVE CAPABILITIES AND
EXTENSIONS

Effective AI coding assistants should fit smoothly into developers’
workflows. Achieving this means aligning the functionalities of AI
coding assistants with the build-in features of IDEs for similar tasks.
For instance, we designed CodeVista to act as a pair programmer
that suggests edits to existing code. To enhance readability and
user control over AI-generated code, we use the VSCode refactor
preview panel as a visual prompt for users to review CodeVista’s
suggestions carefully before applying any changes. However, there
are times when the standard features of an IDE don’t directly cor-
respond to what AI4SE tools aim to accomplish. In such scenarios,
our engineering team has to get creative. Take Docify AI as an
example: it introduces ICommentBlock components in VSCode,
serving as “annotations” that allow for previewing and watermark-
ing AI-generated docstrings and comments directly in the editor.

IDE developers are encouraged to make native features more
accessible to AI4SE tools. A case in point is GitHub Copilot Chat,
which enables users to start inline discussions from selected code
in the editor. Through reverse engineering, we discovered the need
for 10 specific VSCode Proposed APIs to create this interactive
experience. While these APIs are available to extension develop-
ers, restrictions exist on distributing extensions using them on
the Marketplace, with the exception of GitHub Copilot Chat. As
a workaround, CodeVista employs the stable createCommentCon-
troller API from VSCode to craft a functional, though makeshift,
user interface. In addition to tapping into IDE’s native capabilities,
AI4SE tools should also complement existing static analysis exten-
sions. For example, CodeVista works alongside the SonarLint ex-
tension in VSCode to facilitate code refactoring. It uses SonarLint’s
analysis of code convention breaches within the same workspace
to inform the AI coding assistant to provide code improvement
suggestions.

4 ENABLE EXPERIMENTATION AND
INNOVATIONS THROUGH ENGINEERING

AI4SE is evolving quickly with new AI models, frameworks, and
application libraries released frequently. To remain cutting-edge,
we suggest IDE developers employ extendable, loosely coupled

Figure 2: CodeVista Architecture

architectures to adapt to fast-changing technologies. We present
CodeVista’s architecture as a reference (Figure 2).

Separation of concerns enables team members to independently
experiment with new technologies and ship new features. For ex-
ample, there are multiple stateless deployments of the AI backend
servers, one for each AI model (GPT 3.5, GPT 4, LLaMA 2, Gemini
Pro, Code Chat, etc.) that scale individually. State management
is proxied through the Application backend layer, including con-
versation history, few-shot adaptations, and user configurations.
Therefore, AI backend engineers can quickly experiment with new
updates from prompting frameworks such as LangChain or in-
ference frameworks such as HuggingFace TGI and Ray, without
any cascading effects on the conversation management compo-
nent. This architecture also enables end users to switch seamlessly
from one AI model to another AI model in the middle of the same
conversation.

The most important innovation project that our research and
engineering teams are collaborating on is enabling CodeVista to
perform repository-level coding tasks, including code refactoring
and systematic debugging. These tasks require:
• Static analysis tool (call graph, data flow graph, change manage-
ment, retrieval) and multi-turn coordination, which fall within
the scope of the Application backend engineering team,

• Multi-agent framework [9] for task planning, execution, and
verification, which falls within the scope of the AI backend engi-
neering team and academic research group.
The loosely coupled architecture allows our team to remain nim-

ble in experimenting with and implementing the building blocks
of this system. As our team and others build proof-of-concept im-
plementations of these systems, we should share the design guide-
lines and critical analyses to quickly materialize the vision of AI-
automated coding systems.

5 COLLECT APP DATA TO UNDERSTAND
USER BEHAVIOR AND IMPACT ANALYSIS

Since we are still in the early stages of implementing AI coding
assistants, it is crucial to collect and study data in a transparent,
responsible manner that respects privacy. Currently, CodeVista
encrypts conversation history to ensure no one except the conver-
sation owner can uncover the content. For downstream analyses, we
only collect metadata such as the length in the token count of user
inputs including user messages and context code snippets, along
with user ratings (helpful or unhelpful) of CodeVista-generated
responses and user actions (e.g., inserting CodeVista-generated
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code into the active editor). To enrich available data, we generate
the user intent [12] for each request based on a taxonomy of 20
coding operations using GPT-3.5. These data help us track trends
in user usage, estimate productivity gains, and improve few-shot
adaptations [13].

Although we see emerging methods for quantifying and reason-
ing AI impact on developer productivity, these often lack generality
and scalability. We call on both academia and industry to conduct
further research on frameworks and tools that can shed light on how
our AI4SE community can better serve people’s coding productivity
and experience.
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